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AAPA 2017 Conference on Demand 

More than 40 AAPA Category 1 CME credits of clinical and professional CME, 
from building better state laws for PAs to orthopaedic trauma and more, all on 
demand. 
 

Tuesday 
A Collection of Hospital GI Cases | CME#LV7001 
This session outlines updated guidelines and management protocols for acute gastrointestinal 
bleeding, acute hepatitis, small bowel obstruction, and diverticulitis. 
A National PA Program Survey of Education on Quality Improvement | CME#LV7223 
This session outlines the role of PAs in ongoing quality improvement. 
ACIP Influenza Recommendations for the 2016-2017 Season | CME#LV7065 
This session outlines the ACIP influenza recommendations for the 2016-2017 flu season. 
Acute and Chronic Hepatitis | CME#LV7142 
This session outlines the major types of hepatitis, including viral, autoimmune, cholestatic, and 
metabolic etiologies. 
Addressing the Challenges of HPV Vaccination | CME#LV7004 
This session outlines the challenges of HPV vaccination. 
An Ounce of Prevention: How to Avoid Being Disciplined by the Medical Board | CME#LV7008 
This case-based session enhances the PA’s awareness and ability to understand the importance 
of both medical law and medical ethics to help avoid common practice pitfalls. 
Building Better State Laws for PAs | CME#LV7023 
This session outlines the importance of state advocacy and new tools that can be utilized to 
build better state laws for PAs. 
C. Diff: Fact vs. Fiction | CME#LV7024 
This case-based session focuses on hospital management of C.diff. 
Cancer "Round-Up": Weeding Out the Facts from Fiction | CME#LV7026 
This session outlines screening guidelines, risk factors, and presenting symptoms of the most 
common solid tumors including colon, lung, breast, cervical, endometrial, ovarian, prostate, 
and melanoma.  
Common Musculoskeletal Injections and Joint Aspirations | CME#LV7035 
This session focuses on a general anatomy review of the more commonly injected MSK 
joints/regions such as sub-acromial space, lateral elbow, trochanteric bursa, and knee joint. 
Competition in Healthcare the Federal Trade Commission and PA Practice | CME#LV7038 
This case-based session enhances the PA's ability to understand and participate in competition 
advocacy. 
Congenital Heart Disease: Common Defects | CME#LV7147 
This session outlines common defects and management of congenital heart disease. 
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Tuesday 
Dementia-Associated Agitation and Psychosis: The Benefits and Risks of Anti-psychotic 
Treatment | CME#LV7042 
This session gives participants the knowledge and the tools to assess the benefits and risks of 
using anti-psychotic medication for patients with dangerous agitation and psychosis. 
Ear Infections: A PANCE/PANRE Review | CME#LV7150 
This session covers the prerequisite topic areas for a student/graduate PA preparing for the 
PANCE/PANRE as it relates to ear infections. 
Emergencies in Endocrinology Made Simple | CME#LV7048 
This case-based session outlines the most common emergencies in endocrinology. 
Evidence-Based Treatment of Anxiety Disorders | CME#LV7052 
This session outlines evidence-based treatment of anxiety disorders. 
How to Think Like We Think: A Clinical Reasoning Guide for Students and Preceptors | 
CME#LV7120 
This session describes the way in which clinical reasoning develops, plus provides hints on how 
to facilitate this from a student's or a preceptor's perspective. 
Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT): Panacea or Hoax | CME#LV7030 
This session outlines the history, pathophysiology, risks, and side effect of HBOT. 
Illustrated Toxicology 101 | CME#LV7064 
This session outlines the necessary skills to obtain a focused history and physical exam when 
dealing with the toxicologic patient.  
Inflammatory Bowel Disease for Any Practice Setting | CME#LV7153 
This session outlines the difference between the two major types of IBD, ulcerative colitis and 
Crohns disease, by anatomic disease location, clinical presentation, diagnostic imaging, and 
pathology.  
Inhaler Roulette: Which One, Pick One | CME#LV7066 
This session provides clinical pearls and information on more than 50 different devices of 
inhaled corticosteroids, long-acting beta agonists in combination, and anticholinergic devices 
for the treatment of asthma and COPD. 
Major Depression in Adults | CME#LV7154 
This session explores the epidemiology of depression, risk factors, signs, and symptoms, 
indications for screening and optimal treatment options. 
Making the Transition from Clinician to Academia | CME#LV7121 
This session provides insights into the current issues and offers guidance about the transition 
from clinical practice to academia. 
Mastering Communication Issues with Your Patients | CME#LV7073 
This session outlines issues associated with effective patient communication. 
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Tuesday 
Mastering Dermatologic Differential Diagnosis | CME#LV7156 
This session outlines the common and must-not-miss dermatologic conditions that present with 
generalized lesions. 
Medicare Billing and Reimbursement for PAs and NPs: Hospital Inpatient and Outpatient 
Setting | CME#LV7075 
This session focuses on Medicare billing compliance, physician documentation requirements, as 
well as billing rules in teaching facilities. 
Menopause: Turning Up the Heat on Management | CME#LV7078 
This session explores management option for the menopausal transition. 
No Longer Toughing it Out: Youth Sports-Related Concussion | CME#LV7103  
This session outlines anatomy, pathophysiology, signs, and symptoms of a concussion. 
Orthopaedic Consult: A Rational Approach to the Early Evaluation and Management of 
Orthopaedic Trauma | CME#LV7118  
This case-based session outlines a rational approach to the evaluation and management of 
orthopaedic trauma. 
Pediatric Bone Tumor: Lumps, Bumps, and Holes in Bone | CME#LV7125 
This session outlines characteristics of malignant bone tumors and common benign bone 
tumors in children. 
Pediatric Upper Extremity Trauma: Pearls, Pitfalls, and the Physis | CME#LV7127 
This session outlines the most common upper extremity pediatric trauma and how to evaluate 
the child clinically and radiographically to achieve the best outcomes. 
Providing Student Feedback: A Lecture on Providing Meaningful, Efficient, and Timely 
Feedback to PA Students | CME#LV7122 
This session is for the clinically active PA interested in developing his or her skills as a clinical 
preceptor across of variety of patient care settings.  
Putting Research into Action: Advancing Treatment | CME#LV7224 
In this session, researchers present research that may advance medical treatments. 
Radiographic Review: Expand Your Assessment Skills for Selected Joint Injuries | 
CME#LV7159 
This session focuses on x-ray assessment skills needed to appropriately diagnose selected 
musculoskeletal (MSK) injuries seen by PAs in a variety of clinical settings. 
Rapid Response: The Approach to the Acutely Ill Patient | CME#LV7136 
This session outlines a systematic approach to assessing the acutely ill patient to make proper 
management and disposition decisions. 
Special K: Clinical Hyperkalemia Update | CME#LV7165 
This session outlines the pathogenesis, causes, and treatment of hyperkalemia. 
Spondyloarthropathies: The Great Deceiver | CME#LV7166 
This session outlines characteristics, signs, symptoms, and treatment of spondyloarthropathies. 
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Tuesday 
The "SKIN-E" on Melanoma: What was Then and What is Now │CME#LV7169 
This session outlines the stages of melanoma and overall treatment options of each stage. 
Understanding Common Orthopaedic Problems for the Non-Orthopaedic Provider | 
CME#LV7160 
This session outlines the clinical characteristics of common cervical spine, lumbar spine, 
shoulder joint, and hip joint conditions. 
Update on Synthetic Drugs of Abuse | CME#LV7185 
This session outlines each of the synthetic drug classes, plus highlights how they are marketed 
as replacements to traditional drugs of abuse. 
What Lies Beneath: Cutaneous Manifestations of Systemic Disease | CME#LV7197 
This session describes skin findings that have important systemic associations, such as 
acrocyanosis, pruritus, clubbing, and purpura. 
Which “Itis” Is It?: Deciphering Dermatitis Dilemmas | CME#LV7161 
This session outlines the diagnosis, management, and treatment options for acute and chronic 
inflammatory skin conditions. 
Zika Virus and Pregnancy | CME#LV7221 
This session outlines the epidemiology and clinical manifestations of Zika infections and 
provides information on CDC recommendations for prevention, diagnosis, and management of 
Zika virus infections with a focus on pregnant women.   
 


